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Roller system

Roller system

Application

The roller tracks, together with special

clamps, are simply mounted to the Kanya

50, 40 and 30 base aluminium extrusions.

The roller track system can be used for all

types of conveyance and removal of mate-

rial and goods. Examples of typical appli-

cations

– Roller transport via gravity for all types

of boxes

– Roller transport connections between

workstations

– Roller conveyance to work benches

– Material roller transport within a

machine production plant

– Accurate positioning of boxes

The range includes rollers with and with-

out guide flange. All roller tracks are also

available as ESD version.

Technical description

Roller tracks are made from bent steel

sheets, galvanised, 0.8mm, width 36mm,

overall height 36mm

Axes made from zinc-coated steel, diame-

ter 3mm

Bore holes with diameter 4.1mm at the

base of the roller track

Vertical load up to 40 kg per roller (lying

on flat surface)

Product advantages

The special shape of the steel sheet

allows the roller track to close when under

load. This significantly increases the

resistance against twisting or bending.

Loads

The roller tracks (one pair) can be subjec-

ted to loads as follows, according to the

length:
Clamping for easy fixing of roller tracks to

extrusions and tubes

Roller tracks

Measurement data

L (mm) 1.500 1.400 1.300 1.200 1.100 1.000 900 800 700 600 500

Σ Kgs. 75 80 88 95 105 117 130 153 177 212 250

L (mm) 3.000 2.800 2.600 2.400 2.200 2.000 1.800 1.600 1.500 1.400 1.300 1.200 1.100 1.000

Σ Kgs. 132 148 164 185 205 230 259 304 356 400 450 500 550 600
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Roller tracks

Roller tracks, flat
type L80 –1/L80 –1–ESD

Application

These roller tracks are ideal for use with

storage and transportation racks. For

lightweight transport of items, this self-

supporting rail can be used for up to 3m.

For packaging tables, assembly workstati-

ons and devices in process operations,

these simplify the transport of goods and

logistics.

Specification

Steel rail

Plastic rollers with steel axes

Order data Order number

Roller track 

Standard length L80–1–00/3000

Cut to length L80–1–S2–S2/…

ESD roller track 

Standard length L80–1–ESD–00/3000

Cut to length L80–1–ESD–S2–S2/…

Technical description

Distance between roller axes is 33mm,

weight: 0.86 kg/m; rollers made of poly-

propylene, diameter 28mm, width 24mm,

ESD version with electrostatic discharge

(resistance coefficient during throughput

of electricity of 28.8 /cm²)

Rollers available in other colours on

request when ordering more than 300m.

black ESD version
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Roller tracks

black ESD version

Order data Order number

Roller track with guide flange

Standard length L80–2–00/3000

Cut to length L80–2–S2–S2/…

Roller track with ESD guide flange

Standard length L80–2–ESD–00/3000

Cut to length L80–2–ESD–S2–S2/…

Roller tracks with guide flange
type L80–2/L80–2–ESD

Application

These roller tracks are ideal for use with

storage and transportation racks. Light -

weight transport of items is kept within the

track by the side guide.

Specification

Steel rail

Plastic rollers with steel axes

Technical description

Distance between roller axes is 50mm,

weight: 0.9 kg/m; rollers made of polypro-

pylene, diameter 28mm, width 25mm.

ESD version with electrostatic discharge

(resistance coefficient during throughput

of electricity of 28.8 /cm²)

Rollers available in other colours on re-

quest when ordering more than 300m.. 
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Roller tracks

Centre guide to roller tracks
type L80–50, white
type L80–50 ESD, black

Outer guide
type L80–70, white
type L80–70-ESD, black

Application

For guiding and positioning on the trans-

port tracks. Quick visual overview of each

individual transport track and ideal product

for guiding cardboard boxes, as a replace-

ment for the guide flange rollers. This

centre guide stops the items being trans-

ported from moving sideways.

Technical description

Made of extruded, recycled thermoplastic

plastic strip with no colouring; weight:

0.485 Kg /m; colour: white (standard ver-

sion), ESD black; ESD features: electric

resistance of 28 /cm²; ABS 103–104

/cm²

Order data Order number

Centre guide, white

Standard length 3000mm L80–50–00/3000

Centre guide, white

Cut to length L80–50–S2–S2/….

ESD centre guide, black

Standard length 3000mm L80–50–ESD–00/3000

ESD centre guide, black

Cut to length L80–50-ESD–S2–S2/….

Order data Order number

Outer guide, white

Standard length 3000mm L80–70–00/3000

Outer guide, white

Cut to length L80–70–S2–S2/…

ESD outer guide, black

Standard length 3000mm L80–70–ESD-00/3000

ESD outer guide, black

Cut to length L80–70–ESD–S2–S2/…

Technical description

Material design same as centre guide;

weight 0.80 kg/m; 

Position of side wing: 50 mm from the

edge of the wheel

Application

For lateral guiding of goods being trans-

ported. For guiding and positioning on the

transport tracks. Ideal for maximising the

storage space on the shelf since this outer

version requires virtually no installation

space.
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Roller track adapter

Roller track adapter
type L80–90

Application

This roller track adapter can be screwed

onto the 30 /40 /50 series base

extrusions. The roller tracks are pushed in

and attached to an extrusion structure.

Replacing or moving them is simple.

Order data Order number

Roller track adapter L80–90
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Roller stopper / Anti-return

Roller stopper
type L80–30

Anti-return
type L80–31

Application

This roller stopper can be used to finish off

the roller tracks to make it easier to  re-

move containers, transportation boxes or

packages. The goods being transported

slides onto the roller stop and comes to a

standstill. The items being transported can

now be removed without having to lift

them.

Application

This element prevents the return of the

item being transported. Installed in the

right place, this easy-to-install element

offers a great solution to the flow of mate-

rial.

This piece can be used as a simple stop at

the end of a roller track to prevent boxes

or containers from falling off.

Order data Order number

Roller stopper L80–30

Order data Order number

Anti-return L80–31


